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We consider Laplacians acting on sections of homogeneous vector bun-
dles over symmetric spaces. By using an integral representation of the heat
semi-group we find a formal solution for the heat kernel diagonal that gives
a generating function for the whole sequence of heat invariants. We show
explicitly that the obtained result correctly reproduces the first non-trivial
heat kernel coefficient as well as the exact heat kernel diagonals on two-
dimensional sphere S 2 and the hyperbolic plane H2. We argue that the
obtained formal solution correctly reproduces the exact heat kernel diago-
nal after a suitable regularization and analytical continuation.
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1 Introduction
The heat kernel is one of the most powerful tools in mathematical physics and
geometric analysis (see, for example the books [24, 17, 26, 13, 27] and reviews
[2, 18, 12, 14, 31]). The short-time asymptotic expansion of the trace of the heat
kernel determines the spectral asymptotics of the differential operator. The co-
efficients of this asymptotic expansion, called the heat invariants, are extensively
used in geometric analysis, in particular, in spectral geometry and index theorems
proofs [24, 17].
There has been a tremendous progress in the explicit calculation of spectral
asymptotics in the last thirty years [23, 2, 3, 4, 5, 30, 33]. It seems that further
progress in the study of spectral asymptotics can be only achieved by restricting
oneself to operators and manifolds with high level of symmetry, in particular,
homogeneous spaces, which enables one to employ powerful algebraic methods.
In some very special particular cases, such as group manifolds, spheres, rank-
one symmetric spaces and split-rank symmetric spaces, it is possible to determine
the spectrum of the Laplacian exactly and to obtain closed formulas for the heat
kernel in terms of the root vectors and their multiplicities [1, 18, 19, 20, 26, 22].
The complexity of the method crucially depends on the global structure of the
symmetric space, most importantly its rank. Most of the results for symmetric
spaces are obtained for rank-one symmetric spaces only [18].
It is well known that heat invariants are determined essentially by local ge-
ometry. They are polynomial invariants in the curvature with universal constants
that do not depend on the global properties of the manifold [24]. It is this univer-
sal structure that we are interested in this paper. Our goal is to compute the heat
kernel asymptotics of the Laplacian acting on homogeneous vector bundles over
symmetric spaces. Related problems in a more general context are discussed in
[7, 9, 11].
2 Geometry of Symmetric Spaces
2.1 Twisted Spin-Tensor Bundles
In this section we introduce the basic concepts and fix notation. Let (M, g) be an
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold without boundary. We assume that it is com-
plete simply connected orientable and spin. We denote the local coordinates on
M by xµ, with Greek indices running over 1, . . . , n. Let eaµ be a local orthonormal
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frame defining a basis for the tangent space Tx M so that
gµν = δabeaµebν , (2.1)
We denote the frame indices by low case Latin indices from the beginning of the
alphabet, which also run over 1, . . . , n. The frame indices are raised and lowered
by the metric δab. Let eaµ be the matrix inverse to eaµ, defining the dual basis in
the cotangent space T ∗x M, so that,
gµν = δabeaµebν . (2.2)
The Riemannian volume element is defined as usual by
dvol = dx |g|1/2 , (2.3)
where
|g| = det gµν = (det eaµ)2 . (2.4)
The spin connection ωabµ is defined in terms of the orthonormal frame by
ωabµ = e
aµebµ;ν = −eaµ;νebµ
= eaν∂[µe
b
ν] − ebν∂[µeaν] + ecµeaνebλ∂[λecν] , (2.5)
where the semicolon denotes the usual Riemannian covariant derivative with the
Levi-Civita connection. The curvature of the spin connection is
Rabµν = ∂µωabν − ∂νωabµ + ωacµωcbν − ωacνωcbµ . (2.6)
The Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature are defined by
Rαν = eaµebαRabµν , R = gµνRµν = eaµebνRabµν . (2.7)
Let T be a spin-tensor bundle realizing a representation Σ of the spin group
Spin(n), the double covering of the group S O(n), with the fiber Λ. Let Σab be
the generators of the orthogonal algebra SO(n), the Lie algebra of the orthogonal
group S O(n), satisfying the following commutation relations
[Σab,Σcd] = −δacΣbd + δbcΣad + δadΣbc − δbdΣac . (2.8)
The spin connection induces a connection on the bundle T defining the co-
variant derivative of smooth sections ϕ of the bundle T by
∇µϕ =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωabµΣab
)
ϕ . (2.9)
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The commutator of covariant derivatives defines the curvature of this connection
via
[∇µ,∇ν]ϕ = 12R
ab
µνΣabϕ . (2.10)
As usual, the orthonormal frame, eaµ and eaµ, will be used to transform the co-
ordinate (Greek) indices to the orthonormal (Latin) indices. The covariant deriva-
tive along the frame vectors is defined by ∇a = eaµ∇µ. For example, with our
notation, ∇a∇bTcd = eaµebνecαedβ∇µ∇νTαβ.
The metric δab induces a positive definite fiber metric on tensor bundles. For
Dirac spinors, the fiber metric is defined as follows. First, one defines the Dirac
matrices, γa, as generators of the Clifford algebra, (represented by 2[n/2] × 2[n/2]
complex matrices),
γaγb + γbγa = 2δabIS , (2.11)
where IS is the identity matrix in the spinor representation. Then one defines the
anti-symmetrized products of Dirac matrices
γa1...ak = γ[a1 · · · γak] . (2.12)
Then the matrices
Σab =
1
2
γab (2.13)
are the generators of the orthogonal algebra SO(n) in the spinor representation.
The Hermitian conjugation of Dirac matrices defines a Hermitian matrix β 1 by
γ†a = βγaβ
−1 , (2.14)
which defines a Hermitian inner product ¯ψϕ = ψ†βϕ in the vector space of spinors.
We also find the following important relation
Rabcdγabγcd = −2RababIS = −2R IS , (2.15)
where R is the scalar curvature.
In the present paper we will further assume that M is a locally symmetric space
with a Riemannian metric with the parallel curvature
∇µRαβγδ = 0 , (2.16)
1The Dirac matrices γab and the spinor metric β should not be confused with the matrices γAB
and βi j defined below.
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which means, in particular, that the curvature satisfies the integrability constraints
R f geaRebcd − R f gebReacd + R f gecRedab − R f gedRecab = 0 . (2.17)
Let GYM be a compact Lie group (called a gauge group). It naturally defines
the principal fiber bundle over the manifold M with the structure group GYM . We
consider a representation of the structure group GYM and the associated vector
bundle through this representation with the same structure group GYM whose typ-
ical fiber is a k-dimensional vector space W. Then for any spin-tensor bundle T
we define the twisted spin-tensor bundle V via the twisted product of the bundles
W and T . The fiber of the bundle V is V = Λ ⊗ W so that the sections of the
bundle V are represented locally by k-tuples of spin-tensors.
Let A be a connection one form on the bundleW (called Yang-Mills or gauge
connection) taking values in the Lie algebra GYM of the gauge group GYM. Then
the total connection on the bundle V is defined by
∇µϕ =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωabµΣab ⊗ IW + IΛ ⊗Aµ
)
ϕ , (2.18)
and the total curvature Ω of the bundle V is defined by
[∇µ,∇ν]ϕ = Ωµνϕ , (2.19)
where
Ωµν =
1
2
RabµνΣab + Fµν , (2.20)
and
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ + [Aµ,Aµ] (2.21)
is the curvature of the Yang-Mills connection.
We also consider the bundle of endomorphisms of the bundleV. The covariant
derivative of sections of this bundle is defined by
∇µX =
(
∂µ +
1
2
ωabµΣab
)
X + [Aµ, X] , (2.22)
and the commutator of covariant derivatives is equal to
[∇µ,∇ν]X =
1
2
RabµνΣabX + [Fµν, X] . (2.23)
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In the following we will consider homogeneous vector bundles with parallel
bundle curvature
∇µFαβ = 0 , (2.24)
which means that the curvature satisfies the integrability constraints
[Fcd,Fab] − R f acdF f b − R f bcdFa f = 0 . (2.25)
2.2 Normal Coordinates
Let x′ be a fixed point in M and U be a sufficiently small coordinate patch con-
taining the point x′. Then every point x in U can be connected with the point x′
by a unique geodesic. We extend the local orthonormal frame eaµ(x′) at the point
x′ to a local orthonormal frame eaµ(x) at the point x by parallel transport
ea
µ(x) = gµν′(x, x′)eaν′(x′) , (2.26)
eaµ(x) = gµν′(x, x′)eaν′(x′) , (2.27)
where gµν′(x, x′) is the operator of parallel transport of vectors along the geodesic
from the point x′ to the point x. Of course, the frame eaµ depends on the fixed
point x′ as a parameter. Here and everywhere below the coordinate indices of the
tangent space at the point x′ are denoted by primed Greek letters. They are raised
and lowered by the metric tensor gµ′ν′(x′) at the point x′. The derivatives with
respect to x′ will be denoted by primed Greek indices as well.
The parameters of the geodesic connecting the points x and x′, namely the unit
tangent vector at the point x′ and the length of the geodesic, (or, equivalently, the
tangent vector at the point x′ with the norm equal to the length of the geodesic),
provide normal coordinate system for U. Let d(x, x′) be the geodesic distance
between the points x and x′ and σ(x, x′) be a two-point function defined by
σ(x, x′) = 1
2
[d(x, x′)]2 . (2.28)
Then the derivativesσ;µ(x, x′) andσ;ν′(x, x′) are the tangent vectors to the geodesic
connecting the points x and x′ at the points x and x′ respectively pointing in op-
posite directions; one is obtained from another by parallel transport
σ;µ = −gµν′σ;ν′ . (2.29)
Here and everywhere below the semicolon denotes the covariant derivative.
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The operator of parallel transport satisfies the equation
σ;µ∇µgαβ′ = 0 , (2.30)
with the initial conditions
gαβ′
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= δαβ . (2.31)
It can be expressed in terms of the local parallel frame
gµν′(x, x′) = eaµ(x)eaν′(x′) , (2.32)
gµν
′(x, x′) = eaµ(x)eaν′(x′) . (2.33)
Now, let us define the quantities
ya = eaµσ;µ = −eaµ′σ;µ′ , (2.34)
so that
σ;µ = ea
µya and σ;µ′ = −eaµ′ya . (2.35)
Notice that ya = 0 at x = x′. Further, we have
∂ya
∂xν
= −ea µ′σ;νµ′ , (2.36)
so that the Jacobian of the change of variables is
det
(
∂ya
∂xν
)
= |g|−1/2(x′) det[−σ;νµ′(x, x′)] . (2.37)
The geometric parameters ya are nothing but the normal coordinates. By using
the Van Vleck-Morette determinant defined by 2
∆(x, x′) = |g|−1/2(x′)|g|−1/2(x) det[−σ;νµ′(x, x′)] , (2.38)
we can write the Riemannian volume element in the form
dvol = dy ∆−1(x, x′) . (2.39)
Let P(x, x′) be the operator of parallel transport of sections of the bundle V
from the point x′ to the point x. It satisfies the equation
σ;µ∇µP = 0 , (2.40)
2Do not confuse it with the Laplacian ∆ defined below.
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with the initial condition
P
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= IV . (2.41)
Any spin-tensor ϕ can be now expanded in the covariant Taylor series
ϕ(x) = P(x, x′)
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
[∇(c1 · · · ∇ck)ϕ] (x′)yc1 · · · yck . (2.42)
Therefrom it is clear, in particular, that the frame components of a parallel spin-
tensor are simply constant.
In symmetric spaces one can compute the Van Vleck-Morette determinant ex-
plicitly in terms of the curvature. Let K be a n × n matrix with the entries
Kab = Racbdycyd . (2.43)
Then [5, 2, 13]
∂ya
∂xν
=

√
K
sin
√
K

a
b e
b
ν , (2.44)
and, therefore,
∆(x, x′) = det T M

√
K
sin
√
K
 . (2.45)
Thus, the Riemannian volume element in symmetric spaces takes the following
form
dvol = dy det T M
sin
√
K√
K
 . (2.46)
The matrix (sin √K)/√K determines the orthonormal frame in normal co-
ordinates, and the square of this matrix determines the metric tensor in normal
coordinates,
ds2 =
sin2
√
K
K

ab
dya dyb . (2.47)
Let us define an endo-morphism valued 1-form ˜Aa by the equation
∇νP = P ˜Aaeaµ′σ;µ′ν . (2.48)
Then for bundles with parallel curvature over symmetric spaces one can find it
explicitly [5, 2, 13]
˜Aa = −Fbcyc
 I − cos
√
K
K

b
a . (2.49)
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This object determines the gauge connection in normal coordinates,
A = −Fbcyc
 I − cos
√
K
K

b
a dya . (2.50)
This means that all connections on a homogeneous bundle are essentially the
same. In particular, the spin connection one-form in normal coordinates has the
form
ωab = −Rabcdyd
 I − cos
√
K
K

c
edye . (2.51)
Remarks. Two remarks are in order here. First, strictly speaking, normal
coordinates can be only defined locally, in geodesic balls of radius less than the
injectivity radius of the manifold. However, for symmetric spaces normal coor-
dinates cover the whole manifold except for a set of measure zero where they
become singular [18]. This set is precisely the set of points conjugate to the fixed
point x′ (where ∆−1(x, x′) = 0) and of points that can be connected to the point
x′ by multiple geodesics. In any case, this set is a set of measure zero and, as we
will show below, it can be dealt with by some regularization technique. Thus, we
will use the normal coordinates defined above for the whole manifold. Second,
for compact manifolds (or for manifolds with compact submanifolds) the range
of some normal coordinates is also compact, so that if one allows them to range
over the whole real line R, then the corresponding compact submanifolds will be
covered infinitely many times.
2.3 Curvature Group of a Symmetric Space
We assumed that the manifold M is locally symmetric. Since we also assume that
it is simply connected and complete, it is a globally symmetric space (or simply
symmetric space) [32]. A symmetric space is said to be compact, non-compact
or Euclidean if all sectional curvatures are positive, negative or zero. A generic
symmetric space has the structure
M = M0 × Ms , (2.52)
where M0 = Rn0 and Ms is a semi-simple symmetric space; it is a product of a
compact symmetric space M+ and a non-sompact symmetric space M−,
Ms = M+ × M− . (2.53)
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Of course, the dimensions must satisfy the relation n0+ns = n, where ns = dim Ms.
Let Λ2 be the vector space of 2-forms on M at a fixed point x′. It has the
dimension dimΛ2 = n(n − 1)/2, and the inner product in Λ2 is defined by
〈X, Y〉 = 1
2
XabYab . (2.54)
The Riemann curvature tensor naturally defines the curvature operator
Riem : Λ2 → Λ2 (2.55)
by
(Riem X)ab = 12Rab
cdXcd . (2.56)
This operator is symmetric and has real eigenvalues which determine the principal
sectional curvatures. Now, let Ker (Riem) and Im (Riem) be the kernel and the
range of this operator and
p = dim Im(Riem) = n(n − 1)
2
− dim Ker (Riem) . (2.57)
Further, let λi, (i = 1, . . . , p), be the non-zero eigenvalues, and Eiab be the cor-
responding orthonormal eigen-two-forms. Then the components of the curvature
tensor can be presented in the form [10]
Rabcd = βikEiabEkcd , (2.58)
where βik is a symmetric, in fact, diagonal, nondegenerate p × p matrix
(βik) = diag (λ1, . . . , λp) . (2.59)
Of course, the zero eigenvalues of the curvature operator correspond to the flat
subspace M0, the positive ones correspond to the compact submanifold M+ and
the negative ones to the non-compact submanifold M−. Therefore, Im (Riem) =
TxMs.
In the following the Latin indices from the middle of the alphabet will be used
to denote tensors in Im(Riem); they should not be confused with the Latin indices
from the beginning of the alphabet which denote tensors in M. They will be raised
and lowered with the matrix βik and its inverse
(βik) = diag (λ−11 , . . . , λ−1p ) . (2.60)
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Next, we define the traceless n × n matrices Di = (Daib), where
Daib = −βikEkcbδca . (2.61)
Then
Rabcd = −DaibEicd , (2.62)
Rabcd = βikDaibDckd , (2.63)
Rab = −βikDaicDckb, (2.64)
R = −βikDaicDcka . (2.65)
Also, we have identically,
Da j[bE jcd] = 0 . (2.66)
The matrices Di are known to be the generators of the holonomy algebra, H ,
i.e. the Lie algebra of the restricted holonomy group, H,
[Di,Dk] = F jikD j , (2.67)
where F jik are the structure constants of the holonomy group. The structure con-
stants of the holonomy group define the p× p matrices Fi, by (Fi) jk = F jik, which
generate the adjoint representation of the holonomy algebra,
[Fi, Fk] = F jikF j . (2.68)
These commutation relations follow directly from the Jacobi identities
F I j[kF jml] = 0 . (2.69)
For symmetric spaces the introduced quantities satisfy additional algebraic
constraints. The most important consequence of the eq. (2.17) is the equation
[10]
EiacDckb − EibcDcka = F ik jE jab . (2.70)
It is this equation that makes a generic Riemannian manifold a symmetric space.
Now, by using the eqs. (2.67) and (2.70) one can prove the following:
Proposition 1 The matrix βik is H-invariant and satisfies the equation
βikFk jl + βlkFk ji = 0 . (2.71)
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This means that the matrices Fi satisfy the transposition rule
(Fi)T = −βFiβ−1 , (2.72)
which simply means that the adjoint and the coadjoint representations of the
holonomy algebra H are equivalent. In particular, this means that the matrices
Fi are traceless. Such an algebra is called compact [16].
Another consequence of the eq. (2.70) are the identities
Dai[bRc]ade + Dai[dRe]abc = 0, (2.73)
RacDcib = DaicRcb . (2.74)
This means, in particular, that the Ricci tensor matrix commutes with all matrices
Di and is, therefore, an invariant matrix of the holonomy algebra. Thus,
Rab =
1
ns
habR , (2.75)
where hab is a projection (a symmetric idempotent parallel tensor) to the subspace
TxMs of the tangent space of dimension ns, that is,
hab = hba , habhbc = hac , haa = ns . (2.76)
It is easy to see that the tensor hab is nothing but the metric tensor on the semi-
simple subspace Tx Ms.
Since the curvature exists only in the semi-simple submanifold Ms, the com-
ponents of the curvature tensor Rabcd, as well as the tensors Eiab, are non-zero only
in the semi-simple subspace Tx Ms. Let
qab = δab − hab (2.77)
be the projection tensor to the flat subspace Rn0 such that
qab = qba , qabqbc = qac , qaa = n0 , qabhbc = 0 . (2.78)
Then
Rabcdqae = Rabqae = Eiabqae = Daibqbe = Daibqae = 0 . (2.79)
Now, we introduce a new type of indices, the capital Latin indices, A, B,C, . . . ,
which split according to A = (a, i) and run from 1 to N = p + n. We define new
quantities CABC by
Ciab = Eiab, Caib = −Cabi = Daib, Cikl = F ikl , (2.80)
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all other components being zero. Let us also introduce rectangular p × n matrices
Ta by (Ta) jc = E jac and the n × p matrices ¯Ta by ( ¯Ta)bi = −Dbia. Then we can
define N × N matrices CA = (Ca,Ci)
Ca =
(
0 ¯Ta
Ta 0
)
, Ci =
(
Di 0
0 Fi
)
, (2.81)
so that (CA)BC = CBAC.
Theorem 1 The quantities CABC satisfy the Jacobi identities
CAB[CCC DE] = 0 . (2.82)
This means that the matrices CA satisfy the commutation relations
[CA,CB] = CC ABCC , (2.83)
or, in more details,
[Ca,Cb] = EiabCi, (2.84)
[Ci,Ca] = DbiaCb, (2.85)
[Ci,Ck] = F jikC j , (2.86)
and generate the adjoint representation of a Lie algebra G with the structure con-
stants CABC.
Proof. This can be proved by using the eqs. (2.66), (2.67), (2.69) and (2.70) [10].
For the lack of a better name we call the algebra G the curvature algebra.
As it will be clear from the next section it is a subalgebra of the total isometry
algebra of the symmetric space. It should be clear that the holonomy algebra H
is the subalgebra of the curvature algebra G. The curvature algebra exists only in
symmetric spaces; it is the eq. (2.70) that closes this algebra.
Next, we define a symmetric nondegenerate N × N matrix
(γAB) =
(
δab 0
0 βik
)
= diag
1, . . . , 1︸  ︷︷  ︸
n
, λ1, . . . , λp
 . (2.87)
This matrix and its inverse (γAB) =
(
δab 0
0 βik
)
= diag (1, . . . , 1︸  ︷︷  ︸
n
, λ−11 , . . . , λ
−1
p ) will
be used to lower and to raise the capital Latin indices.
Finally, by using the eqs. (2.70) and (2.71) one can show the following:
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Proposition 2 The matrix γAB is G-invariant and satisfies the equation
γABCBCD + γDBCBCA = 0 . (2.88)
In matrix notation this equation takes the form
(CA)T = −γCAγ−1 , (2.89)
which means that the adjoint and the coadjoint representations of the curvature
group are equivalent. In particular, the matrices CA are traceless.
Thus the curvature algebra G is compact; it is a direct sum of two ideals,
G = G0 ⊕ Gs, (2.90)
an Abelian center G0 of dimension n0 and a semi-simple algebra Gs of dimension
p + ns.
It is worth mentioning that although the holonomy algebra H is compact the
(indefinite, in general) metric, βi j, introduced above is not equal to the (positive
definite) Cartan-Killing form, ρi j, defined by
tr T MDiDk = DaibDbka = −ρik , (2.91)
so that
ρik = diag (λ21, . . . , λ2p) , (2.92)
and
βikρik = R . (2.93)
Similarly, the generators Fi satisfy
tr HFiFk = F jimFmk j = −4
RH
R
ρik , (2.94)
where
RH = −14β
ikF jimFmk j . (2.95)
The Killing-Cartan form tr GCACB for the curvature algebra G is defined by
tr GCaCb = − 2
ns
habR , (2.96)
tr GCiC j = −
(
1 + 4
RH
R
)
ρi j , (2.97)
tr GCaCi = 0 . (2.98)
Notice that it is degenerate and is not equal to the metric γAB.
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2.4 Killing Vectors Fields
We will use extensively the isometries of the symmetric space M. We follow the
approach developed in [10, 2, 5, 13]. The generators of isometries are the Killing
vector fields ξ defined by the equation
∇µξν + ∇νξµ = 0 . (2.99)
The integrability conditions for this equation are
Rαβµ[λ∇ν]ξµ + Rλνµ[β∇α]ξµ = 0 . (2.100)
By differentiating this equation, commuting derivatives and using curvature iden-
tities we obtain
∇µ∇νξλ = −Rλναµξα , (2.101)
which means, in particular,
∆ξλ = −Rλαξα . (2.102)
By induction we obtain
∇µ2k · · · ∇µ1ξλ = (−1)kRλµ1α1µ2Rα1µ3α2µ4 · · ·Rαk−1µ2k−1αkµ2kξαk , (2.103)
∇µ2k+1 · · · ∇µ1ξλ = (−1)kRλµ1α1µ2Rα1µ3α2µ4 · · ·Rαk−1µ2k−1αkµ2k∇µ2k+1ξαk .(2.104)
These derivatives determine all coefficients of the covariant Taylor series (2.42)
for the Killing vectors, and therefore, every Killing vector in a symmetric space
has the form
ξa(x) =
(
cos
√
K
)a
bξ
b(x′) +
sin
√
K√
K

a
bycξb;c(x′) , (2.105)
or
ξ(x) =
{(√
K cot
√
K
)a
bξ
b(x′) + ξa;c(x′)yc
} ∂
∂ya
. (2.106)
Thus, Killing vector fields at any point x are determined by their values ξa(x′) and
the values of their derivatives ξa;c(x′) at the fixed point x′.
Similarly we can obtain the derivatives of the Killing vectors
ξa;b(x) = ξa;b(x′) − Rabcdyd
1 − cos
√
K
K

c
ey f ξe; f (x′)
−Rabcdyd
sin
√
K√
K

c
eξ
e(x′) . (2.107)
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The set of all Killing vector fields forms a representation of the isometry al-
gebra, the Lie algebra of the isometry group of the manifold M. We define two
subspaces of the isometry algebra. One subspace is formed by Killing vectors
satisfying the initial conditions
∇µξν
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= 0 , (2.108)
and another subspace is formed by the Killing vectors satisfying the initial condi-
tions
ξν
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= 0 . (2.109)
We will call the Killing vectors from the first subspace translations and the Killing
vectors from the second group rotations. However, this should not be understood
literally.
One can easily show that the initial values ξa(x′) are independent and, there-
fore, there are n such parameters. Thus, there are n linearly independent transla-
tions, which can be chosen in the form
Pa =
(√
K cot
√
K
)b
a
∂
∂yb
, (2.110)
so that
ebµPaµ
∣∣∣
x=x′ = δ
b
a , Paµ;ν
∣∣∣
x=x′ = 0, (2.111)
It is worth poiting out that the nature of the lower index of the Killing vectors
Paµ is different from the frame indices. This means, in particular, that the covariant
derivative of Paµ does not include the spin connection associated with the lower
index. In other words, Paµ are just n vectors and not the components of a (1, 1)
tensor.
On the other hand, the initial values of the derivatives ξa;c(x′) are not inde-
pendent because of the constraints (2.100). These constraints are valid only in the
semi-simple subspace Tx Ms. However, in this subspace, due to the identity (2.73),
it should be clear that there are p linearly independent rotations
Li = −Dbiaya
∂
∂yb
, (2.112)
satisfying the initial conditions
Liµ
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= 0 , eaµebνLiµ;ν
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= −Daib . (2.113)
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More generally, by using (2.107) we also obtain
eaµeb
νPeµ;ν = −Rabcdyd
sin
√
K√
K

c
e , (2.114)
eaµeb
νLiµ;ν = −Daib + Rabcdyd
1 − cos
√
K
K

c
ey f Dei f . (2.115)
This means, in particular, that the derivatives of all Killing vectors have the form
ξA
a
;b = −DaibηAi , (2.116)
where ηAi are defined by
ηA
i = αi jξAa;bDb ja , (2.117)
and the matrix αi j = (ρi j)−1 is the inverse matrix of the Cartan-Killing form ρ
defined by (2.91). Notice that
ηa
i
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= 0 , η ji
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= δij . (2.118)
Then, from the eq. (2.101) we also immediately obtain
ηA
i
;b = −EiabξAa . (2.119)
By adding the trivial Killing vectors for flat subspaces we find that the dimen-
sion of the rotation subspace is equal to
p + n0ns +
n0(n0 − 1)
2
. (2.120)
Here n0ns is the number of mixed rotations between M0 and Ms and n0(n0 − 1)/2
is the number of rotations of M0. Since p ≤ ns(ns − 1)/2, then the above number
of rotations is less or equal to n(n − 1)/2 as it should be (recall that n = n0 + ns).
In the following we will need only the Killing vectors Pa and Li defined above.
We introduce the following notation (ξA) = (Pa, Li).
Theorem 2 The Killing vector fields ξA satisfy the commutation relations
[ξA, ξB] = CC ABξC , (2.121)
or, in more detail,
[Pa, Pb] = EiabLi, (2.122)
[Li, Pa] = DbiaPb, (2.123)
[Li, Lk] = F jikL j . (2.124)
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Proof. This can be proved by using the explicit form of the Killing vector fields
obtained above [10].
Notice that they do not generate the complete isometry algebra of the sym-
metric space M but rather they form a representation of the curvature algebra G
introduced in the previous section, which is a subalgebra of the total isometry
algebra.
It is clear that the Killing vector fields Li form a representation of the holon-
omy algebraH , which is the isotropy algebra of the semi-simple submanifold Ms,
and a subalgebra of the total isotropy algebra of the symmetric space M.
Proposition 3 There holds
ξcA;aξB
b
;c − ξcB;aξAb;c = CC ABξCb;a − RbacdξAcξBd , (2.125)
and
F jikηAiηBk = CC ABηC j − E jcdξcAξBd . (2.126)
Proof. By differentiating the eq. (2.121) and using (2.101) we obtain (2.125).
Finally, by using (2.116) and the holonomy algebra (2.67) we obtain (2.126).
Now, we derive some bilinear identities that we will need in the present paper.
Proposition 4 The Killing vector fields satisfy the equation
γABξA
µξB
ν = δabPaµPbν + βikLiµLkν = gµν , (2.127)
Proof. This can be proved by using the explicit form of the Killing vectors.
Proposition 5 There holds
γABξA
αξB
µ
;νλ = Rαλνµ . (2.128)
Proof. This follows from eqs. (2.101) and (2.127).
Proposition 6 There holds
γABξA
µξB
ν
;β = 0 , (2.129)
γABξA
µ
;αξB
ν
;β = Rµανβ . (2.130)
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Proof. Let
τµαν = γ
ABξA
µξB
α
;ν (2.131)
and
θµα
ν
β = γ
ABξA
µ
;αξB
ν
;β . (2.132)
We compute
∇βτµαν = θµβνα − Rµβνα , (2.133)
and
∇γ∇βτµαν = Rµβγρτρνα + Rναγρτρµβ . (2.134)
All higher derivatives of τµνα are expressed linearly in terms of τµνα and its first
derivative ∇βτµαν with coefficients polynomial in curvature.
Let x′ be a fixed point. We will show that the tensor τµνα together with all its
covariant derivatives is equal to zero at x = x′. This will then mean that τµνα = 0
identically and, therefore, from eq. (2.133) that θµανβ = Rµανβ.
We have
τµαν = δ
abPaµPbα;ν + βi jLiµL jα;ν . (2.135)
and
θµα
ν
β = δ
abPaµ;αPbν;β + βi jLiµ;αL jν;β . (2.136)
Therefore,
τµαν
∣∣∣
x=x′ = 0 (2.137)
and
θµανβ
∣∣∣
x=x′ = R
µ
ανβ . (2.138)
Therefore,
∇βτµαν
∣∣∣
x=x′ = 0 . (2.139)
Thus, by induction, all derivatives of τµνα vanish, and, therefore, τµνα = 0 identi-
cally. This also proves (2.130) by making use of (2.133).
Let i, j be non-negative integers. We define the tensors X(i, j) which are bilinear
in Killing vectors by
X(i, j)µνα1...αiβ1...β j = γ
AB∇α1 · · · ∇αiξAµ∇β1 · · · ∇β jξBν . (2.140)
Theorem 3 1. The tensors X(i, j) are G-invariant and parallel, that is,
∇λX(i, j) = 0 . (2.141)
2. For even (i + j) the tensors X(i, j) are polynomial in the curvature tensor.
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3. For odd (i + j) the tensors X(i, j) are identically equal to zero.
Proof. First of all, we notice that (1) follows from (2) and (3).
There are three cases: a) both i = 2k and j = 2m are even, b) both i = 2k + 1
and j = 2m + 1 are odd, and c) i = 2k is even and j = 2m + 1 is odd.
In the case (a), when both i and j are even, by using the eqs. (2.103) and
(2.127) we immediately obtain a polynomial in the curvature.
In the cases (b) and (c) by using the eqs. (2.103) and (2.104) we reduce it to
the tensors γABξAµ;αξBν;β and γABξAµξBν;β . Now, by using the lemma we prove the
theorem.
Proposition 7 There holds
γABξA
µηB
i = 0 , (2.142)
γABηA
iηB
j = βi j . (2.143)
Proof. This follows from the definition of ηAi (2.117) and eqs. (2.129) and
(2.130).
2.5 Homogeneous Vector Bundles
Equation (2.25) imposes strong constraints on the curvature of the homogeneous
bundle W. We define
Bab = Fcdqcaqdb , (2.144)
Eab = Fcdhcbhdb , (2.145)
so that
Babhac = 0 , Eabqac = 0 . (2.146)
Then, from eq. (2.25) we obtain
[Bab,Bcd] = [Bab,Ecd] = 0 , (2.147)
and
[Ecd,Eab] − R f acdE f b − R f bcdEa f = 0 . (2.148)
This means that Bab takes values in an Abelian ideal of the gauge algebra GYM
and Eab takes values in the holonomy algebra. More precisely, eq. (2.148) is only
possible if the holonomy algebra H is an ideal of the gauge algebra GYM . Thus,
the gauge group GYM must have a subgroup Z × H, where Z is an Abelian group
and H is the holonomy group.
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We proceed in the following way. The matrices Daib provide a natural embed-
ding of the holonomy algebra H in the orthogonal algebra SO(n) in the following
sense. Let Xab be the generators of the orthogonal algebra SO(n) is some represen-
tation satisfying the commutation relations (2.8). Let Ti be the matrices defined
by
Ti = −
1
2
DaibXba . (2.149)
Proposition 8 The matrices Ti satisfy the commutation relations
[Ti, Tk] = F jikT j (2.150)
and form a representation T of the holonomy algebra H .
This can be proved by taking into account the orthogonal algebra (2.8).
Thus Ti are the generators of the gauge algebra GYM realizing a representation
T of the holonomy algebra H . Since Bab takes values in the Abelian ideal of the
algebra of the gauge group we also have
[Bab, T j] = 0 . (2.151)
Then by using eq. (2.70) one can show that 3
Eab =
1
2
RcdabXcd = −EiabTi . (2.152)
Proposition 9 The two form
Fab = −EiabTi + Bab
=
1
2
RcdabXcd + Bab (2.153)
satisfies the constrains (2.25), and, therefore, gives the curvature of the homoge-
neous bundle W.
Now, we consider the representation Σ of the orthogonal algebra defining the
spin-tensor bundle T and define the matrices
Gab = Σab ⊗ IX + IΣ ⊗ Xab . (2.154)
3We correct here a sign misprint in eq. (3.24) in [10].
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Obviously, these matrices are the generators of the orthogonal algebra in the prod-
uct representation Σ ⊗ X.
Next, the matrices
Qi = −12D
a
ibΣ
b
a (2.155)
form a representation Q of the holonomy algebra H . and the matrices
Ri = Qi ⊗ IT + IΣ ⊗ Ti
= −1
2
DaibGba (2.156)
are the generators of the holonomy algebra in the product representation R =
Q ⊗ T .
Then the total curvature, that is, the commutator of covariant derivatives,
(2.20) of a twisted spin-tensor bundle V is
Ωab = −EiabRi + Bab
=
1
2
RcdabGcd + Bab . (2.157)
Finally, we define the Casimir operators of the holonomy algebra in the repre-
sentations Q, T and R
T 2 = C2(H, T ) = βi jTiT j = 14R
abcdXabXcd , (2.158)
Q2 = C2(H,Q) = βi jQiQ j = 14R
abcdΣabΣcd , (2.159)
R2 = C2(H,R) = βi jRiR j = 14R
abcdGabGcd . (2.160)
They commute with all matrices Ti, Qi and Ri respectively.
2.6 Twisted Lie Derivatives
Let ϕ be a section of a twisted homogeneous spin-tensor bundle T . Let ξA be the
basis of Killing vector fields. Then the covariant (or generalized, or twisted) Lie
derivative of ϕ along ξA is defined by
LAϕ = LξAϕ =
(
∇ξA + S A
)
ϕ , (2.161)
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where ∇ξA = ξAµ∇µ,
S A = ηAiRi = 12ξA
a
;bGba , (2.162)
and ηAi are defined by (2.117). Note that
S aqab = 0 . (2.163)
Proposition 10 There hold
[∇ξA ,∇ξB]ϕ =
(
CC AB∇ξC − RAB + BAB
)
ϕ , (2.164)
∇ξAS B = RAB , (2.165)
[S A, S B] = CC ABS C − RAB , (2.166)
where
RAB = ξAaξBbEiabRi
= −1
2
RcdabξAaξBbGcd , (2.167)
BAB = ξAaξBbBab . (2.168)
Proof. By using the properties of the Killing vectors described in the previous
section and the eq. (2.157) we obtain first (2.164). Next, by using the eqs. (2.119)
we obtain (2.165), and, further, by using the eq. (2.126) we get (2.166).
Notice that from the definition (2.144) we have
PcaLibBab = LiaL jbBab = 0 , (2.169)
and
PcaPdbBab = Bcd . (2.170)
This means that the matrix BAB has the form
BAB =
( Bab 0
0 0
)
, (2.171)
and, therefore,
CABCBAD = γBDCABCBDE = 0 . (2.172)
We define the operator
L2 = γABLALB . (2.173)
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Theorem 4 The operators LA and L2 satisfy the commutation relations
[LA,LB] = CC ABLC + BAB, (2.174)
or, in more details,
[La,Lb] = EiabLi + Bab, (2.175)
[Li,La] = DbiaLb, (2.176)
[Li,L j] = Fki jLk , (2.177)
and
[LA,L2] = 2γBCBABLC . (2.178)
Proof. This follows from
[LA,LB] = [∇ξA ,∇ξB] + [∇ξA , S B] − [∇ξB , S A] + [S A, S B] (2.179)
and eqs. (2.164), (2.165), and (2.166). The eq. (2.178) follows directly from
(2.174).
The operators LA form an algebra that is a direct sum of a nilpotent ideal and
a semisimple algebra. For the lack of a better name we call this algebra gauged
curvature algebra and denote it by Ggauge.
Proposition 11 There hold
γABξA
µS B = 0 , (2.180)
γAB∇ξAS B = 0 , (2.181)
γABS AS B = R2 . (2.182)
Proof. This can be proved by using the eqs. (2.142), (2.165) and (2.143).
Theorem 5 The Laplacian ∆ acting on sections of a twisted spin-tensor bundle
V over a symmetric space has the form
∆ = L2 − R2 . (2.183)
[LA,∆] = 2γBCBABLC . (2.184)
Proof. We have
γABLALB = γAB∇ξA∇ξB + γABS A∇ξB + γAB∇ξAS B + γABS AS B . (2.185)
Now, by using eqs. (2.127) and (2.129) we get
γAB∇ξA∇ξB = ∆ . (2.186)
Next, by using the eqs. (2.165), (2.181) and (2.182), we obtain (2.183). The eq.
(2.184) follows from the commutation relations (2.174).
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2.7 Isometries and Pullbacks
Let ωi be the canonical coordinates on the holonomy group and (kA) = (pa, ωi)
be the canonical coordinates on the gauged curvature group. We fix a point x′ so
that the basis Killing vectors fields ξA satisfy the initial conditions (2.111)-(2.113)
and are given by (2.110)-(2.112). Let ξ = 〈k, ξ〉 = kAξA = paPa + ωiLi be a
Killing vector field and let ψt : M → M be the one-parameter diffeomorphism
(the isometry) generated by the vector field ξ. Let xˆ = ψt(x), so that
dxˆ
dt = ξ(xˆ) (2.187)
and
xˆ
∣∣∣
t=0 = x . (2.188)
The solution of this equation depends on the parameters t, p, ω, x and x′, that is,
xˆ = xˆ(t, p, ω, x, x′) . (2.189)
We will be interested mainly in the case when the points x and x′ are close to
each other. In fact, at the end of our calculations we will take the limit x = x′. In
this case, as we will show below, the Jacobian
det
(
∂xˆµ
∂pa
)
, 0 (2.190)
is not equal to zero, and, therefore, coordinates p can be used to parametrize the
point xˆ, that is, the eq. (2.189) defines the function
p = p(t, ω, xˆ, x, x′) . (2.191)
We will be interested in those trajectories that reach the point x′ at the time t = 1.
So, we look at the values xˆ(1, p, ω, x, x′) when the parameters p are varied. Then,
as we will show below, there is always a value of the parameters p that we call p¯
such that
xˆ(1, p¯, ω, x, x′) = x′ . (2.192)
Thus, eq. (2.192) defines a function p¯ = p¯(ω, x, x′). Therefore, the parameters p¯
can be used to parameterize the point x. Of course,
p¯(ω, x, x′) = p(1, ω, x′, x, x′) . (2.193)
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Now, we choose the normal coordinates ya of the point defined above and the
normal coordinates yˆa of the point xˆ with the origin at x′, so that the normal coordi-
nates y′ of the point x′ are equal to zero, y′a = 0. Recall that the normal coordinates
are equal to the components of the tangent vector at the point x′ to the geodesic
connecting the points x′ and the current point, that is, ya = −eaµ′(x′)σ;µ′(x, x′) and
yˆa = −eaµ′(x′)σ;µ′(xˆ, x′). Then by taking into account eqs. (2.110) and (2.112) the
equation (2.187) becomes
dyˆa
dt =
( √
K(yˆ) cot
√
K(yˆ)
)a
b
pb − ωiDaibyˆb , (2.194)
with the initial condition
yˆa
∣∣∣
t=0 = y
a . (2.195)
The solution of this equation defines a function yˆ = yˆ(t, p, ω, y).
Proposition 12 The Taylor expansion of the solution yˆ = yˆ(t, p, ω, y) of the eq.
(2.194) in t reads
yˆa = ya +
[( √
K(y) cot
√
K(y)
)a
b
pb − ωiDaibyb
]
t + O(t2) . (2.196)
The Taylor expansion of the function yˆ = yˆ(t, p, ω, y) in p and y reads
yˆa =
(
exp[−tD(ω)])a byb +
(
1 − exp[−tD(ω)]
D(ω)
)a
b pb + O(y2, p2, py) . (2.197)
There holds
det
(
∂yˆa
∂pb
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
p=y=0,t=1
= det T M
(
sinh[ D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)
. (2.198)
Proof. The eq. (2.196) trivially follows from the eq. (2.194).
Let us expand the function yˆ(t, p, ω, y) in Taylor series in p and y restricting
ourselves to linear terms, that is,
yˆa = yˆa
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
+
∂yˆa
∂pb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
pb +
∂yˆa
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
yb + O(p2, y2, py) . (2.199)
First of all, for p = 0 the eq. (2.194) becomes
dyˆa
dt = −ω
iDaibyˆb . (2.200)
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The solution of this equation with the initial condition yˆ = 0 is trivial, therefore,
yˆ
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= yˆ(t, 0, ω, 0) = 0 . (2.201)
Next, by differentiating the eq. (2.200) with respect to yb and setting y = 0 we
obtain the equation
d
dt
∂yˆa
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= −ωiDaic
∂yˆc
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
. (2.202)
with the initial condition
∂yˆa
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=t=0
= δab . (2.203)
The solution of this equation is
∂yˆa
∂yb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
=
(
exp[−tD(ω)])a b , (2.204)
where
D(ω) = ωiDi . (2.205)
Let
Zab =
∂yˆa
∂pb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
. (2.206)
Then by differentiating the eq. (2.194) with respect to pb and setting p = 0, we
obtain
d
dtZ
a
b = δ
a
b − ωiDaicZcb , (2.207)
with the initial condition
Zab
∣∣∣
t=0 = 0 . (2.208)
The solution of this equation is
Z =
1 − exp[−tD(ω)]
D(ω) . (2.209)
By substituting the eqs. (2.201), (2.204) and (2.209) in (2.199) we get the desired
result (2.197).
Finally, by taking into account that the matrix D(ω) is traceless, we find first
det exp[tD(ω)] = 1, and, then by using eq. (2.209) we obtain (2.198).
The function yˆ = yˆ(t, p, ω, y) implicitly defines the function
p = p(t, ω, yˆ, y) . (2.210)
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The function p¯ = p¯(ω, y) is now defined by the equation
yˆ(1, p¯, ω, y) = 0 , (2.211)
or
p¯(ω, y) = p(1, ω, 0, y) . (2.212)
Proposition 13 The Taylor expansion of the function p¯(ω, y) in y has the form
p¯a = −
(
D(ω) exp[−D(ω)]
1 − exp[−D(ω)]
)a
byb + O(y2) . (2.213)
Therefore,
det
(
−∂p¯
a
∂yb
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣
y=0
= det T M
(
sinh[ D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)−1
. (2.214)
Proof. We expand p¯ in Taylor series in y
p¯a = p¯a
∣∣∣∣
y=0
+
∂p¯a
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
y=0
yb + O(y2) . (2.215)
Next, by taking into account (2.201) we have
p¯
∣∣∣∣
y=0
= 0 . (2.216)
Further, by differentiating (2.211) with respect to yc and setting y = 0 we get
∂yˆa
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0,t=1
+
∂yˆa
∂pc
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0,t=1
∂p¯c
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
y=0
= 0 , (2.217)
and, therefore,
∂p¯a
∂yb
∣∣∣∣
y=0
= −
(
D(ω) exp[−D(ω)]
1 − exp[−D(ω)]
)a
b . (2.218)
This leads to both (2.213) and (2.214).
Now, we define
Λµˆν =
∂xˆµ
∂xν
. (2.219)
The pullback of the metric by the diffeomorphism ψt is defined by
(ψ∗t g)µν(x) = ΛαˆµΛ ˆβνgαˆ ˆβ(xˆ) . (2.220)
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Since ψt is an isometry, we have
(ψ∗t g)µν(x) = gµν(x) . (2.221)
Therefore, the inverse matrix Λ−1 is equal to
(Λ−1)µαˆ = gµν(x)Λ ˆβνg ˆβαˆ(xˆ) . (2.222)
Let eaµ and eaµ be a local orthonormal frame that is obtained by parallel trans-
port along geodesics from a point x′. Then the action of the pullback ψ∗t on the
orthonormal frame is
(ψ∗t ea)µ(x) = Λαˆµeaαˆ(xˆ) . (2.223)
Since ψt is an isometry, we have
δab(ψ∗t ea)α(x)(ψ∗t eb)β(x) = δabeaα(x)ebβ(x) . (2.224)
Therefore, the frames of 1-forms ea and ψ∗t ea are related by an orthogonal trans-
formation
(ψ∗t ea)(x) = Oabeb(x) , (2.225)
where the matrix Oab is defined by
Oab = eaαˆ(xˆ)Λαˆµebµ(x) . (2.226)
Proposition 14 For p = y = 0 the matrix O has the form
O
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= exp [−tD(ω)] . (2.227)
Proof. We use normal coordinates yˆa and ya. Then the matrix O takes the form
Oab = eaαˆ
∂xˆα
∂yˆc
∂yˆc
∂yd
∂yd
∂xµ
eb
µ . (2.228)
Now, by using the Jacobian matrix (2.44) and recalling that yˆ = 0 for p = y = 0
we obtain
∂ya
∂xµ
eb
µ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= eaαˆ
∂xˆα
∂yˆb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= δab . (2.229)
Therefore,
Oab
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
=
∂yˆa
∂yb
∣∣∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
, (2.230)
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and, finally (2.204) gives the desired result (2.227).
Let ϕ be a section of the twisted spin-tensor bundle V. Let Vx be the fiber
at the point x and Vxˆ be the fiber at the point xˆ = ψt(x). The pullback of the
diffeomorphism ψt defines the map, that we call just the pullback,
ψ∗t : C∞(V) → C∞(V) (2.231)
on smooth sections of the twisted spin-tensor bundle V. The pullback of tensor
fields of type (p, q) is defined by
(ψ∗t ϕ)µ1...µpν1...νq (x) = Λ ˆβ1ν1 · · ·Λ ˆβqνq(Λ−1)µ1 αˆ1 · · · (Λ−1)µp αˆpϕαˆ1...αˆpˆβ1... ˆβq (xˆ) . (2.232)
We define the twisted pullback (a combination of a proper pullback and a gauge
transformation) of a tensor of type (p, q) by
(ψ∗t ϕ)a1...apb1...bq (x) = Oc1 b1 · · ·Ocq bqOd1 a1 · · ·Odp apϕ
d1...dp
c1 ...cq (xˆ) . (2.233)
Since the matrix O is orthogonal, it can be parametrized by
O = exp θ , (2.234)
where θab is an antisymmetric matrix. The orthogonal transformation of the frame
pulled back causes the transformation of spinors
(ψ∗t ϕ)(x) = exp
(
−1
4
θabγ
ab
)
ϕ(xˆ) . (2.235)
More generally, we have
Proposition 15 Let ϕ be a section of a twisted spin-tensor bundle V. Then
(ψ∗t ϕ)(x) = exp
(
−1
2
θabGab
)
ϕ(xˆ) . (2.236)
In particular, for p = y = 0 (or x = x′)
(ψ∗t ϕ)(x)
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= exp [tR(ω)]ϕ(x′) , (2.237)
where
R(ω) = ωiRi . (2.238)
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Proof. First, from the eq. (2.227) we see that
θab
∣∣∣∣
p=y=0
= −tωiDaib . (2.239)
Then, from the definition (2.156) of the matrices Ri we get (2.237).
It is not very difficult to check that the Lie derivatives are nothing but the
generators of the pullback, that is,
Lξϕ = kALAϕ = ddt (ψ
∗
t ϕ)
∣∣∣∣
t=0
. (2.240)
We will use this fundamental fact to compute the heat kernel diagonal below.
3 Heat Semigroup
3.1 Geometry of the Curvature Group
Let Ggauge be the gauged curvature group and H be its holonomy subgroup. Both
these groups have compact algebras. However, while the holonomy group is al-
ways compact, the curvature group is, in general, a product of a nilpotent group,
G0, and a semi-simple group, Gs,
Ggauge = G0 ×Gs . (3.1)
The semi-simple group Gs is a product Gs = G+ × G− of a compact G+ and a
non-compact G− subgroups.
Let ξA be the basis Killing vectors, kA be the canonical coordinates on the
curvature group G and ξ(k) = kAξA. The canonical coordinates are exactly the
normal coordinates on the group defined above. Let CA be the generators of the
curvature group in adjoint representation and C(k) = kACA. In the following ∂M
means the partial derivative ∂/∂kM with respect to the canonical coordinates. We
define the matrix YAM by the equation
exp[−ξ(k)]∂M exp[ξ(k)] = YAMξA , (3.2)
which is well defined since the right hand side lies in the Lie algebra of the curva-
ture group. This can be written in the form
exp[−ξ(k)]∂M exp[ξ(k)] = exp[−Adξ(k)]∂M (3.3)
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where the operator AdX is defined by AdXZ = [X, Z]. This enables us to compute
the matrix Y = (YAM) explicitly, namely,
Y =
1 − exp[−C(k)]
C(k) . (3.4)
Let X = (XAM) = Y−1 be the inverse matrix of Y . Then we define the 1-forms YA
and the vector fields XA on the group G by
YA = YAMdkM , XA = XAM∂M . (3.5)
Proposition 16 There holds
XA exp[ξ(k)] = exp[ξ(k)]ξA . (3.6)
Proof. This follows immediately from the eq. (3.2).
Next, by differentiating the eq. (3.2) with respect to kL and alternating the
indices L and M we obtain
∂LYAM − ∂MYAL = −CABCYBLYC M , (3.7)
which, of course, can also be written as
dYA = −1
2
CABCYB ∧ YC . (3.8)
Proposition 17 The vector fields XA satisfy the commutation relations
[XA, XB] = CC ABXC . (3.9)
Proof. This follows from the eq. (3.7).
The vector fields XA are nothing but the right-invariant vector fields. They
form a representation of the curvature algebra.
We will also need the following fundamental property of Lie groups.
Proposition 18 Let G be a Lie group with the structure constants CABC, CA =
(CBAC) and C(k) = CAkA. Let γ = (γAB) be a symmetric non-degenerate matrix
satisfying the equation
(CA)T = −γCAγ−1 . (3.10)
Let X = (XAM) be a matrix defined by
X =
C(k)
1 − exp[−C(k)] . (3.11)
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Then
(det X)−1/2γABXAM∂MXBN∂N(det X)1/2 = − 124γ
ABCC ADCDBC . (3.12)
Proof. It is easy to check that this equation holds at k = 0. Now, it can be proved
by showing that it is a group invariant. For a detailed proof for semisimple groups
see [25, 18, 20].
It is worth stressing that this equation holds not only on semisimple Lie groups
but on any group with a compact Lie algebra, that is, when the structure constants
CABC and the matrix γAB, used to define the metric GMN and the operator X2,
satisfy the eq. (2.88). Such algebras can have an Abelian center as in eq. (2.90).
Now, by using the right-invariant vector fields we define a metric on the cur-
vature group G
GMN = γABYAMYBN , GMN = γABXAMXBN . (3.13)
This metric is bi-invariant and satisfies, in particular, the equation
LXAGBC = XAM∂MGBC +GBM∂CXAM +GMC∂BXAM = 0 . (3.14)
This equation is proved by using eqs. (2.88) and (3.9). This means that the vector
fields XA are the Killing vector fields of the metric GMN . One can easily show that
this metric defines the following natural affine connection ∇G on the group
∇GXC XA = −
1
2
CABCXB , ∇GXC YA =
1
2
CBACYB , (3.15)
with the scalar curvature
RG = −14γ
ABCC ADCDBC . (3.16)
Since the matrix C(k) is traceless we have det exp[C(k)/2] = 1, and, therefore,
the volume element on the group is
|G|1/2 = (det GMN)1/2 = |γ|1/2 det G
(
sinh[C(k)/2]
C(k)/2
)
, (3.17)
where |γ| = det γAB. Notice that this function is precisely the inverse Van Vleck-
Morette determinant (2.45) on the group in normal coordinates.
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It is not difficult to see that
kMYAM = kMXM A = kA . (3.18)
By differentiating this equation with respect to kB and contracting the indices A
and B we obtain
kM∂AXM A = N − XAA . (3.19)
Now, by contracting the eq. (3.15) with GBC we obtain the zero-divergence
condition for the right-invariant vector fields
|G|−1/2∂M
(
|G|1/2XAM
)
= 0 . (3.20)
Next, we define the Casimir operator
X2 = C2(G, X) = γABXAXB . (3.21)
By using the eq. (3.20) one can easily show that X2 is an invariant differential
operator that is nothing but the scalar Laplacian on the group
X2 = |G|−1/2∂M |G|1/2GMN∂N = GMN∇GM∇GN . (3.22)
Then, by using the eqs. (2.88) and (2.83) one can show that the operator X2
commutes with the operators XA,
[XA, X2] = 0 . (3.23)
Since we will actually be working with the gauged curvature group, we intro-
duce now the operators (covariant right-invariant vector fields) JA by
JA = XA −
1
2
BABkB , (3.24)
and the operator
J2 = γABJAJB . (3.25)
Proposition 19 The operators JA and J2 satisfy the commutation relations
[JA, JB] = CC ABJC + BAB , (3.26)
and
[JA, J2] = 2BABJB . (3.27)
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Proof. By using the eqs. (2.169)-(2.172) we obtain
XBABAM = γBNγACXC NBAM = BBM , (3.28)
and, hence,
γABXBMBAM = 0 , (3.29)
and, further, by using (3.9) we obtain (3.26). By using the eqs. (3.28) we get
(3.27).
Thus, the operators JA form a representation of the gauged curvature alge-
bra. Now, let LA be the operators of Lie derivatives satisfying the commutation
relations (2.174) and L(k) = kALA.
Proposition 20 There holds
JA exp[L(k)] = exp[L(k)]LA . (3.30)
and, therefore,
J2 exp[L(k)] = exp[L(k)]L2 . (3.31)
Proof. Similarly to (3.3) we have
exp[−L(k)]∂M exp[L(k)] = exp[−AdL(k)]∂M . (3.32)
By using the commutation relations (2.174) and eq. (2.172) we obtain
exp[−L(k)]∂M exp[L(k)] = YAMLA + 12BMNk
N . (3.33)
The statement of the proposition follows from the definition of the operators JA,
J2 and L2.
3.2 Heat Kernel on the Curvature Group
Let B be the matrix with the components B = (γABBBC). Let kA be the canonical
coordinates on the curvature group G and A(t; k) be a function defined by
A(t; k) = det G
(
sinh [C(k)/2 + tB]
C(k)/2 + tB
)−1/2
. (3.34)
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By using the eqs. (3.28) one can rewrite this in the form
A(t; k) = det G
(
sinh [C(k)/2]
C(k)/2
)−1/2
det G
(
sinh [tB]
tB
)−1/2
. (3.35)
Notice also that due to (2.171)
det G
(
sinh [tB]
tB
)−1/2
= det T M
(
sinh [tB]
tB
)−1/2
, (3.36)
where B is now regarded as just the matrix B = (Bab).
Let Θ(t; k) be another function on the group G defined by
Θ(t; k) = 1
2
〈
k, γ ˆΘk
〉
, (3.37)
where ˆΘ is the matrix
ˆΘ = tB coth(tB) (3.38)
and 〈u, γv〉 = γABuAvB is the inner product on the algebra G.
Theorem 6 Let Φ(t; k) be a function on the group G defined by
Φ(t; k) = (4pit)−N/2A(t; k) exp
(
−Θ(t; k)
2t
+
1
6RGt
)
, (3.39)
Then Φ(t; k) satisfies the equation
∂tΦ = J2Φ , (3.40)
and the initial condition
Φ(0; k) = |γ|−1/2δ(k) . (3.41)
Proof. We compute first
∂tΘ =
1
t
Θ − 1
2t
〈
k, γ ˆΘ2k
〉
+
t
2
〈
k, γB2k
〉
(3.42)
and
∂tA =
1
2t
(
N − tr G ˆΘ
)
A . (3.43)
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Therefore,
∂tΦ =
[
1
6RG −
1
2t
tr G ˆΘ +
1
4t2
〈
k, γ ˆΘ2k
〉
− 1
4
〈
k, γB2k
〉]
Φ . (3.44)
Next, we have
J2 = X2 − γABBACkCXB + 14γ
ABBACBBDkCkD . (3.45)
By using the eqs. (3.28) and (2.172) and the anti-symmetry of the matrix BAB we
show that
γABBACkCXBΘ = 0 , (3.46)
and
γABBACkCXBA = 0 , (3.47)
and, therefore,
BACkCXBΦ = 0 . (3.48)
Thus,
J2Φ =
[
A−1(X2A) − 1
2t
(X2Θ) + 1
4t2
γAB(XAΘ)(XBΘ)
−1
t
A−1γAB(XBA)(XAΘ) − 14
〈
k, γB2k
〉]
Φ . (3.49)
Further, by using 3.28) we get
γAB(XAΘ)(XBΘ) =
〈
k, γ ˆΘ2k
〉
(3.50)
X2Θ = tr GX + tr G ˆΘ − N . (3.51)
Now, by using the eq. (3.20) in the form
A2∂M(A−2XBM) = 0 (3.52)
and eqs. (2.172) and (3.19) we show that
A−1γAB(XAΘ)XBA = 12
(
N − tr GX
)
. (3.53)
Finally, by using eq. (3.12) we obtain
A−1X2A =
1
6RG . (3.54)
Finally, substituting the eqs. (3.50)-(3.54) into eq. (3.49) and comparing it
with eq. (3.44) we prove the eq. (3.40). The initial condition (3.41) follows easily
from the well known property of the Gaussian. This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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3.3 Regularization and Analytical Continuation
In the following we will complexify the gauged curvature group in the following
sense. We extend the canonical coordinates (kA) = (pa, ωi) to the whole com-
plex Euclidean space CN . Then all group-theoretic functions introduced above
become analytic functions of kA possibly with some poles on the real section RN
for compact groups. In fact, we replace the actual real slice RN of CN with an
N-dimensional subspace RNreg in CN obtained by rotating the real section RN coun-
terclockwise in CN by pi/4. That is, we replace each coordinate kA by eipi/4kA. In
the complex domain the group becomes non-compact. We call this procedure the
decompactification. If the group is compact, or has a compact subgroup, then this
plane will cover the original group infinitely many times.
Since the metric (γAB) = diag (δab, βi j) is not necessarily positive definite, (ac-
tually, only the metric of the holonomy group βi j is non-definite) we analytically
continue the functionΦ(t; k) in the complex plane of t with a cut along the negative
imaginary axis so that −pi/2 < arg t < 3pi/2. Thus, the function Φ(t; k) defines an
analytic function of t and kA. For the purpose of the following exposition we shall
consider t to be real negative, t < 0. This is needed in order to make all integrals
convergent and well defined and to be able to do the analytical continuation.
As we will show below, the singularities occur only in the holonomy group.
This means that there is no need to complexify the coordinates pa. Thus, in the
following we assume the coordinates pa to be real and the coordinates ωi to be
complex, more precisely, to take values in the p-dimensional subspace Rpreg of Cp
obtained by rotating Rp counterclockwise by pi/4 in Cp That is, we have RNreg =
R
n × Rpreg.
This procedure (that we call a regularization) with the nonstandard contour of
integration is necessary for the convergence of the integrals below since we are
treating both the compact and the non-compact symmetric spaces simultaneously.
Remember, that, in general, the nondegenerate diagonal matrix βi j is not positive
definite. The space Rpreg is chosen in such a way to make the Gaussian exponent
purely imaginary. Then the indefiniteness of the matrix β does not cause any prob-
lems. Moreover, the integrand does not have any singularities on these contours.
The convergence of the integral is guaranteed by the exponential growth of the
sine for imaginary argument. These integrals can be computed then in the follow-
ing way. The coordinates ω j corresponding to the compact directions are rotated
further by another pi/4 to imaginary axis and the coordinates ω j corresponding to
the non-compact directions are rotated back to the real axis. Then, for t < 0 all the
integrals below are well defined and convergent and define an analytic function of
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t in a complex plane with a cut along the negative imaginary axis.
3.4 Heat Semigroup
Theorem 7 The heat semigroup exp(tL2) can be represented in form of the inte-
gral
exp(tL2) =
∫
R
N
reg
dk |G|1/2(k)Φ(t; k) exp[L(k)] . (3.55)
Proof. Let
Ψ(t) =
∫
R
N
reg
dk |G|1/2Φ(t; k) exp[L(k)] . (3.56)
By using the previous theorem we obtain
∂tΨ(t) =
∫
R
N
reg
dk |G|1/2 exp[L(k)]J2Φ(t; k) . (3.57)
Now, by integrating by parts we get
∂tΨ(t) =
∫
R
N
reg
dk |G|1/2Φ(t; k)J2 exp[L(k)] , (3.58)
and, by using eq. (3.31) we obtain
∂tΨ(t) = Ψ(t)L2 . (3.59)
Finally from the initial condition (3.41) for the function Φ(t; k) we get
Ψ(0) = 1 , (3.60)
and, therefore, Ψ(t) = exp(tL2).
Theorem 8 Let ∆ be the Laplacian acting on sections of a homogeneous twisted
spin-tensor vector bundle over a symmetric space. Then the heat semigroup
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exp(t∆) can be represented in form of an integral
exp(t∆) = (4pit)−N/2 det T M
(
sinh(tB)
tB
)−1/2
exp
(
−tR2 + 16RGt
)
∫
R
N
reg
dk |γ|1/2 det G
(
sinh[C(k)/2]
C(k)/2
)1/2
× exp
{
− 1
4t
〈k, γtB coth(tB)k〉
}
exp[L(k)] . (3.61)
Proof. By using the eq. (2.183) we obtain
exp(t∆) = exp
(
−tR2
)
exp
(
tL2
)
. (3.62)
The statement of the theorem follows now from the eqs. (3.55), (3.39), (3.35)-
(3.38) and (3.17).
4 Heat Kernel
4.1 Heat Kernel Diagonal and Heat Trace
The heat kernel diagonal on a homogeneous bundle over a symmetric space is
parallel. In a local parallel local frame it is just a constant matrix. The fiber trace
of the heat kernel diagonal is just a constant. That is why, it can be computed
at any point in M. We fix a point x′ in M such that the Killing vectors satisfy
the initial conditions (2.111)-(2.113) and are given by the explicit formulas above
(2.110)-(2.112). We compute the heat kernel diagonal at the point x′.
The heat kernel diagonal can be obtained by acting by the heat semigroup
exp(t∆) on the delta-function, [8, 10]
Udiag(t) = exp(t∆)δ(x, x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= exp
(
−tR2
) ∫
R
N
reg
dk |G|1/2Φ(t; k) exp[L(k)]δ(x, x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
. (4.1)
To be able to use this integral representation we need to compute the action of the
isometries exp[L(k)] on the delta-function.
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Proposition 21 Let ϕ be a section of the twisted spin-tensor bundle V, LA be the
twisted Lie derivatives, kA = (pa, ωi) be the canonical coordinates on the group
and L(k) = kALA. Let ξ = kAξA be the Killing vector and ψt be the corresponding
one-parameter diffeomorphism. Then
exp [L(k)]ϕ(x) = exp
(
−1
2
θabGab
)
ϕ(xˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
t=1
, (4.2)
where xˆ = ψt(x) and the matrix θ is defined by (2.234). In particular, for p = 0
and x = x′
exp[L(k)]ϕ(x)
∣∣∣∣
p=0,x=x′
= exp [R(ω)]ϕ(x) . (4.3)
Proof. This statement follows from eqs. (2.236) and (2.237) and the fact that the
Lie derivative is nothing but the generator of the pullback.
Proposition 22 Let ωi be the canonical coordinates on the holonomy group H
and (kA) = (pa, ωi) be the natural splitting of the canonical coordinates on the
curvature group G. Then
exp[L(k)]δ(x, x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= det T M
(
sinh[D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)−1
exp[R(ω)]δ(p) . (4.4)
Proof. Let xˆ(t, p, ω, x, x′) = ψt(x). By making use of the eq. (4.2) we obtain
exp[L(k)]δ(x, x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= exp
(
−1
2
θabGab
)
δ(xˆ(1, p, ω, x, x′), x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′ ,t=1
.(4.5)
Now we change the variables from xµ to the normal coordinates ya to get
δ(xˆ(1, p, ω, x, x′), x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= |g|−1/2 det
(
∂ya
∂xµ
)
δ(yˆ(1, p, ω, y))
∣∣∣∣
y=0
. (4.6)
This delta-function picks the values of p that make yˆ = 0, which is exactly the
functions p¯ = p¯(ω, y) defined by the eq. (2.211). By switching further to the
variables p we obtain
δ(xˆ(1, p, ω, x, x′), x′)
∣∣∣∣
x=x′
= |g|−1/2 det
(
∂ya
∂xµ
)
det
(
∂yˆb
∂pc
)−1
δ(p − p¯(ω, y))
∣∣∣∣
y=0,t=1
.
(4.7)
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Now, by recalling from (2.216) that p¯|y=0 = 0 and by using (2.44) and (2.198) we
evaluate the Jacobians for p = y = 0 and t = 1 to get the eq. (4.4).
Remarks. Some remarks are in order here. We implicitly assumed that there
are no closed geodesics and that the equation of closed orbits of isometries
yˆa(1, p¯, ω, 0) = 0 (4.8)
has a unique solution p¯ = p¯(ω, 0) = 0. On compact symmetric spaces this is not
true: there are infinitely many closed geodesics and infinitely many closed orbits
of isometries. However, these global solutions, which reflect the global topologi-
cal structure of the manifold, will not affect our local analysis. In particular, they
do not affect the asymptotics of the heat kernel. That is why, we have neglected
them here. This is reflected in the fact that the Jacobian in (4.4) can become sin-
gular when the coordinates of the holonomy group ωi vary from −∞ to ∞. Note
that the exact results for compact symmetric spaces can be obtained by an analytic
continuation from the dual noncompact case when such closed geodesics are ab-
sent [18]. That is why we proposed above to complexify our holonomy group. If
the coordinates ωi are complex taking values in the subspace Rpreg defined above,
then the equation (4.8) should have a unique solution and the Jacobian is an an-
alytic function. It is worth stressing once again that the canonical coordinates
cover the whole group except for a set of measure zero. Also a compact subgroup
is covered infinitely many times. We will show below how this works in the case
of the two-sphere, S 2.
Now by using the above lemmas and the theorem we can compute the heat
kernel diagonal. We define the matrix F(ω) by
F(ω) = ωiFi . (4.9)
Theorem 9 The heat kernel diagonal of the Laplacian on twisted spin-vector bun-
dles over a symmetric space has the form
Udiag(t) = (4pit)−n/2 det T M
(
sinh(tB)
tB
)−1/2
exp
{(
1
8
R +
1
6RH − R
2
)
t
}
×
∫
R
n
reg
dω
(4pit)p/2 |β|
1/2 exp
{
− 1
4t
〈ω, βω〉
}
cosh [R(ω)]
× detH
(
sinh [ F(ω)/2]
F(ω)/2
)1/2
det T M
(
sinh [ D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)−1/2
, (4.10)
where |β| = det βi j and 〈ω, βω〉 = βi jωiω j.
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Proof. First, we have dk = dp dω and |γ| = |β| . By using the equations (4.1) and
(4.4) and integrating over p we obtain the heat kernel diagonal
Udiag(t) =
∫
R
p
reg
dω |G|1/2(0, ω)Φ(t; 0, ω) det T M
(
sinh[D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)−1
exp[R(ω) − tR2] .
(4.11)
Further, by using the eq. (2.81) we compute the determinants
det G
(
sinh[C(ω)/2]
C(ω)/2
)
= det T M
(
sinh[D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)
detH
(
sinh[F(ω)/2]
F(ω)/2
)
. (4.12)
Now, we by using (2.171) we compute (3.37)
Θ(t; 0, ω) = 1
2
〈ω, βω〉 , (4.13)
and, finally, by using eq. (3.39), (3.35), (3.16) and (2.95) we get the result (4.10).
By using this theorem we can also compute the heat trace for compact mani-
folds
Tr L2 exp(t∆) =
∫
M
dvol (4pit)−n/2tr V det T M
(
sinh(tB)
tB
)−1/2
(4.14)
× exp
{(
1
8R +
1
6RH − R
2
)
t
}
×
∫
R
p
reg
dω
(4pit)p/2 |β|
1/2 exp
{
− 1
4t
〈ω, βω〉
}
cosh [R(ω)]
× detH
(
sinh [F(ω)/2]
F(ω)/2
)1/2
det T M
(
sinh [D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)−1/2
,
where tr V is the fiber trace.
4.2 Heat Kernel Asymptotics
It is well known that there is the following asymptotic expansion as t → 0 of the
heat kernel diagonal [24]
Udiag(t) ∼ (4pit)−n/2
∞∑
k=0
tkak . (4.15)
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The coefficients ak are called the local heat kernel coefficients. On compact mani-
folds, there is a similar asymptotic expansion of the heat trace with the global heat
invariants Ak defined by
Ak =
∫
M
dvol tr Vak . (4.16)
In symmetric spaces the heat invariants do not contain any additional information
since the local heat kernel coefficients define the heat invariants Ak up to a constant
equal to the volume of the manifold,
Ak = vol (M)tr Vak . (4.17)
We introduce a Gaussian average over the holonomy algebra by
〈 f (ω)〉 =
∫
R
p
reg
dω
(4pi)p/2 |β|
1/2 exp
(
−1
4
〈ω, βω〉
)
f (ω) (4.18)
Then we can write
Udiag(t) = (4pit)−n/2 det T M
(
sinh(tB)
tB
)−1/2
exp
{(
1
8R +
1
6RH − R
2
)
t
}
(4.19)
×
〈
cosh
[√
tR(ω)
]
detH
sinh
[√
t F(ω)/2
]
√
t F(ω)/2

1/2
det T M
sinh
[√
t D(ω)/2
]
√
t D(ω)/2

−1/2 〉
This equation can be used now to generate all heat kernel coefficients ak for any
locally symmetric space simply by expanding it in a power series in t. By using
the standard Gaussian averages 4〈
ωi1 · · ·ωi2k+1
〉
= 0 , (4.20)〈
ωi1 · · ·ωi2k
〉
=
(2k)!
k! β
(i1i2 · · ·βi2k−1i2k) , (4.21)
one can obtain now all heat kernel coefficients in terms of traces of various con-
tractions of the matrices Daib and F jik with the matrix βik. All these quantities are
curvature invariants and can be expressed directly in terms of the Riemann tensor.
4We have corrected here a misprint in the eq. (4.68) of [10].
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There is an alternative representation of the Gaussian average in purely alge-
braic terms. Let b j and b∗k be operators, called creation and annihilation operators,
acting on a Hilbert space, that satisfy the following commutation relations
[b j, b∗k] = δ jk , (4.22)
[b j, bk] = [b∗j , b∗k] = 0 . (4.23)
Let |0〉 be a unit vector in the Hilbert space, called the vacuum vector, that satisfies
the equations
〈0|0〉 = 1 , (4.24)
b j|0〉 = 〈0|b∗k = 0 . (4.25)
Then the Gaussian average is nothing but the vacuum expectation value
〈 f (ω)〉 = 〈0| f (b) exp〈b∗, βb∗〉|0〉 , (4.26)
where 〈b∗, βb∗〉 = β jkb∗jb∗k . This should be computed by the so-called normal or-
dering, that is, by simply commuting the operators b j through the operators b∗k
until they hit the vacuum vector giving zero. The remaining non-zero commuta-
tion terms precisely reproduce the eqs. (4.20), (4.21).
4.2.1 Calculation of the Coefficient a1
As an example let us calculate the lowest heat kernel coefficients: a0 and a1. Let
X be a matrix. Then by using
det
sinh
(√
t X
)
√
t X

m
= exp
m tr log sinh
(√
t X
)
√
t X
 (4.27)
and [21]
log
sinh
(√
t X
)
√
t X
=
∞∑
k=1
22k−1B2k
k(2k)! t
kX2k , (4.28)
where Bk are Bernoulli numbers, in particular,
B0 = 1, B1 = −12 , B2 =
1
6 , (4.29)
we obtain
det
sinh
(√
t X
)
√
t X

±1/2
= 1 ± 1
12
t tr X2 + O(t2) . (4.30)
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Now, by using eq. (4.19) we obtain
Udiag(t) = (4pit)−n/2
[
a0 + ta1 + O(t2)
]
, (4.31)
where
a0 = I , a1 = 〈b1〉 , (4.32)
and
b1 =
[
1
8R +
1
6RH +
1
48tr F(ω)
2 − 1
48tr D(ω)
2
]
I − R2 + 1
2
R(ω)2 . (4.33)
Next, bu using (4.21), in particular,〈
ωiω j
〉
= 2βi j, (4.34)
we obtain 〈
R(ω)2
〉
= 2R2 , (4.35)〈
tr F(ω)2
〉
= 2tr FiF i = 2F jilF li j = −8RH , (4.36)〈
tr D(ω)2
〉
= 2tr DiDi = 2DaibDbia = −2R , (4.37)
and, therefore,
a1 =
[
1
8R +
1
6RH −
1
6RH +
1
24
R
]
I − R2 + R2 = 16RI . (4.38)
This confirms the well know result for the coefficient a1 [24, 5].
4.3 Heat Kernel on S 2 and H2
Let us apply our result to a special case of a two-sphere S 2 of radius r, which is a
compact symmetric space equal to the quotient of the isometry group, S O(3), by
the isotropy group, S O(2),
S 2 = S O(3)/S O(2). (4.39)
The two-sphere is too small to incorporate an additional Abelian fieldB; therefore,
we set B = 0.
Let ya be the normal coordinates defined above. On the 2-sphere of radius r
they range over −rpi ≤ ya ≤ rpi. We define the polar coordinates ρ and ϕ by
y1 = ρ cosϕ, y2 = ρ sinϕ , (4.40)
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so that 0 ≤ ρ ≤ rpi and 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi.
The orthonormal frame of 1-forms is
e1 = dρ , e2 = r sin
(
ρ
r
)
dϕ , (4.41)
which gives the spin connection 1-form
ωab = −εab cos
(
ρ
r
)
dϕ (4.42)
with εab being the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor, and the curvature
Rabcd =
1
r2
εabεcd =
1
r2
(δacδbd − δadδbc) , (4.43)
Rab =
1
r2
δab , R =
2
r2
. (4.44)
Since the holonomy group S O(2) is one-dimensional, it is obviously Abelian,
so all structure constants F i jk are equal to zero, and therefore, the curvature of the
holonomy group vanishes, RH = 0. The metric of the holonomy group βi j is now
just a constant, β = 1/r2. The only generator of the holonomy group in the vector
representation is
Dab = − 1
r2
Eab = − 1
r2
εab . (4.45)
The irreducible representations of S O(2) are parametrized by α, which is ei-
ther an integer, α = m, or a half-integer, α = m + 12 . Therefore, the generator R of
the holonomy group and the Casimir operator R2 are
R = i α
r2
, (4.46)
R2 = βi jRiR j = −α
2
r2
. (4.47)
The extra factor r2 here is due to the inverse metric β−1 = r2 of the holonomy
group.
The Lie derivatives LA are given by
L1 = cosϕ∂ρ −
sinϕ
r
cot
(
ρ
r
)
∂ϕ + i
sinϕ
r sin (ρ/r)α , (4.48)
L2 = sinϕ∂ρ + cosϕ
r
cot
(
ρ
r
)
∂ϕ − i cosϕ
r sin (ρ/r)α , (4.49)
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L3 = 1
r2
∂ϕ , (4.50)
and form a representation of the S O(3) algebra
[L1,L2] = −L3 , [L3,L1] = − 1
r2
L2 [L3,L2] = 1
r2
L1 . (4.51)
The Laplacian is given by
∆ = ∂2ρ +
1
r
cot
(
ρ
r
)
∂ρ +
1
r2 sin2 (ρ/r)
[
∂ϕ − iα cos
(
ρ
r
)]2
(4.52)
Now, we need to compute the determinant
det T M
(
sinh[ωD]
ωD
)−1/2
=
ω/(2r2)]
sin[ω/(2r2)] . (4.53)
The contour of integration over ω in (4.10) should be the real axis rotated coun-
terclockwise by pi/4. Since S 2 is compact, we rotate it further to the imaginary
axis and rescale ω for t < 0 by ω→ r√−tω to obtain an analytic function of t
Udiag(t) = 1
4pit
exp
[(
1
4
+ α2
)
t
r2
]
(4.54)
×
∞∫
−∞
dω√
4pi
exp
(
−ω
2
4
)
ω
√−t/(2r)
sinh
[
ω
√−t/(2r)
] cosh (αω√−t/r) .
If we would have rotated the contour to the real axis instead then we would have
obtained after rescaling ω→ r√tω for t > 0,
Udiag(t) = 1
4pit
exp
[(
1
4
+ α2
)
t
r2
]
(4.55)
×
∞?
−∞
dω√
4pi
exp
(
−ω
2
4
)
ω
√
t/(2r)
sin
[
ω
√
t/(2r)
] cos (αω√t/r) ,
where
>
denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral. This can also be
written as
Udiag(t) = 1
4pit
exp
[(
1
4
+ α2
)
t
r2
]
(4.56)
×
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)k
2pir/
√
t∫
0
dω√
4pi
exp
−14
(
ω +
2pir√
t
k
)2
√
t
2r
(
ω + 2pir√
t
k
)
sin
[
ω
√
t/(2r)
]
× cos
(
αω
√
t/r
)
.
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This is nothing but the sum over the closed geodesics of S 2. Note that the factor
cos
(
αω
√
t/r
)
is either periodic (for integer α) or anti-periodic (for half-integer
α).
The non-compact symmetric space dual to the 2-sphere is the hyperbolic plane
H2 of pseudo-radius a. It is equal to the quotient of the isometry group, S O(1, 2),
by the isotropy group, S O(2),
H2 = S O(1, 2)/S O(2). (4.57)
Let ya be the normal coordinates defined above. On H2 they range over −∞ ≤
ya ≤ ∞. We define the polar coordinates u and ϕ by
y1 = u cosϕ, y2 = u sinϕ , (4.58)
so that 0 ≤ u ≤ ∞ and 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi.
The orthonormal frame of 1-forms is
e1 = du , e2 = a sinh
(
u
a
)
dϕ , (4.59)
which gives the spin connection 1-form
ωab = −εab cosh
(
u
a
)
dϕ , (4.60)
and the curvature
Rabcd = −
1
a2
εabεcd = −
1
a2
(δacδbd − δadδbc) , (4.61)
Rab = −
1
a2
δab , R = −
2
a2
. (4.62)
The metric of the isotropy group βi j is just a constant, β = −1/a2, and the only
generator of the isotropy group in the vector representation is given by
Dab =
1
a2
Eab =
1
a2
εab . (4.63)
The Lie derivatives LA are now
L1 = cosϕ∂u −
sinϕ
a
coth
(
u
a
)
∂ϕ + i
sinϕ
a sinh (u/a)α , (4.64)
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L2 = sinϕ∂u +
cosϕ
a
coth
(
u
a
)
∂ϕ − i
cosϕ
a sinh (u/a)α , (4.65)
L3 = −
1
a2
∂ϕ , (4.66)
and form a representation of the S O(1, 2) algebra
[L1,L2] = −L3 , [L3,L1] =
1
a2
L2 [L3,L2] = −
1
a2
L1 . (4.67)
The Laplacian is given by
∆ = ∂2u +
1
a
coth
(
u
a
)
∂u +
1
a2 sinh2 (u/a)
[
∂ϕ − iα cosh
(
u
a
)]2
(4.68)
The contour of integration over ω in (4.10) for the heat kernel should be the
real axis rotated counterclockwise by pi/4. Since H2 is non-compact, we rotate it
back to the real axis and rescale ω for t > 0 by ω → a√tω to obtain the heat
kernel diagonal for the Laplacian on H2
Udiag(t) = 1
4pit
exp
[
−
(
1
4
+ α2
)
t
a2
]
(4.69)
×
∞∫
−∞
dω√
4pi
exp
(
−ω
2
4
)
ω
√
t/(2a)
sinh
[
ω
√
t/(2a)
] cosh (αω√t/a) .
We see that the heat kernel in the compact case of the two-sphere, S 2, is re-
lated with the heat kernel in the non-compact case of the hyperboloid, H2, by
the analytical continuation, a2 → −r2, or a → ir, or, alternatively, by replacing
t → −t (and a = r). One can go even further and compute the Plancherel (or
Harish-Chandra) measure in the case of H2 and the spectrum in the case of S 2.
For H2 we rescale the integration variable in (4.69) by ω→ ωa/√t, substitute
a√
4pit
exp
(
−a
2
4t
ω2
)
=
∞∫
−∞
dν
2pi
exp
(
− t
a2
ν2 + iων
)
, (4.70)
integrate by parts over ν, and use
∞∫
−∞
dω
2pii
eiων
cosh(αω)
sinh (ω/2) =
1
2
{tanh[pi(ν + iα)] + tanh[pi(ν − iα)]} (4.71)
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(and the fact that α is a half-integer) to represent the heat kernel for H2 in the form
Udiag(t) = 1
4pia2
∞∫
−∞
dν µ(ν) exp
{
−
(
1
4
+ α2 + ν2
)
t
a2
}
, (4.72)
where
µ(ν) = ν tanh ν (4.73)
for integer α = m, and
µ(ν) = ν coth ν (4.74)
for half-integer α = m + 12 .
For S 2 we proceed as follows. We cannot just substitute a2 → −r2 in (4.72).
Instead, first, we deform the contour of integration in (4.72) to the V-shaped con-
tour that consists of two segments of straight lines, one going from ei3pi/4∞ to 0,
and another going from 0 to eipi/4∞. Then, after we replace a2 → −r2, we can
deform the contour further to go counterclockwise around the positive imaginary
axis. Then we notice that the function µ(ν) is a meromorphic function with simple
poles on the imaginary axis at νk = idk, where
dk =
(
k + 1
2
)
, k = 0,±1 ± 2, . . . , for integer α = m , (4.75)
and at
dk = k, k = ±1,±2, . . . , for half-integer α = m +
1
2
. (4.76)
Therefore, we can compute the integral by residue theory to get
Udiag(t) = 1
4pir2
∞∑
k=0
dk exp (−λkt) , (4.77)
where
λk =
1
r2

(
k + 1
2
)2
− 1
4
− m2
 for integer α = m, (4.78)
and
λk =
1
r2
k2 − 14 −
(
m +
1
2
)2 for half-integer α = m + 12 . (4.79)
Our results for the heat kernel on the 2-sphere S 2 and the hyperbolic plane H2
coincide with the exact heat kernel of scalar Laplacian (when R = α = 0) reported
in [18] and obtained by completely different methods.
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4.4 Index Theorem
We can now apply this result for the calculation of the index of the Dirac operator
on spinors on compact manifolds
D = γµ∇µ . (4.80)
Let the dimension n of the manifold be even and
Γ =
1
n!
in(n−1)/2εa1...anγ[a1 · · ·γan] (4.81)
be the chirality operator of the spinor representation so that
Γ2 = IS (4.82)
and
Γγa = −γaΓ . (4.83)
Then the index of the Dirac operator is equal to
Ind (D) = Tr L2Γ exp(tD2) . (4.84)
We compute the square of the Dirac operator by using the eqs. (2.13), (2.19),
(2.15) and (2.153)
D2 = ∆ − 1
4
R IS +
1
2
Fabγab
= ∆ − 1
4
R IS − 12E
i
abTiγab +
1
2
γabBab . (4.85)
In this case the generators Ri have the form
Ri = −14D
a
ibγ
b
a ⊗ IT + IS ⊗ Ti (4.86)
and the Casimir operator of the holonomy group in the spinor representation is
obtained by using (2.15)
R2 = 18R IS + IS ⊗ T
2 − 1
2
E jabγab ⊗ T j . (4.87)
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Thus, we obtain the index
Ind (D) =
∫
M
dvol (4pit)−n/2tr VΓ det T M
(
sinh(tB)
tB
)−1/2
× exp
{(
−1
4
R +
1
6RH − T
2 +
1
2
Babγab
)
t
}
×
∫
R
p
reg
dω
(4pit)p/2 |β|
1/2 exp
{
− 1
4t
〈ω, βω〉
}
× cosh
(
−1
4
ωiDaibγba + ωiTi
)
× detH
(
sinh [F(ω)/2]
F(ω)/2
)1/2
det T M
(
sinh [D(ω)/2]
D(ω)/2
)−1/2
. (4.88)
Since the index does not depend on t, the right-hand side of this equation does
not depend on t. By expanding it in an asymptrotic power series in t, we see that
the index is equal to
Ind (D) = (4pi)−n/2
∫
M
dvol tr V Γan/2 . (4.89)
5 Conclusion
We have continued the study of the heat kernel on homogeneous spaces initiated
in [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In those papers we have developed a systematic technique for
calculation of the heat kernel in two cases: a) a Laplacian on a vector bundle
with a parallel curvature over a flat space [6, 9], and b) a scalar Laplacian on
manifolds with parallel curvature [8, 10]. What was missing in that study was
the case of a non-scalar Laplacian on vector bundles with parallel curvature over
curved manifolds with parallel curvature.
In the present paper we considered the Laplacian on a homogeneous bundle
and generalized the technique developed in [10] to compute the corresponding
heat semigroup and the heat kernel. It is worth pointing out that our formal result
applies to general symmetric spaces by making use of the regularization and the
analytical continuation procedure described above. Of course, the heat kernel
coefficients are just polynomials in the curvature and do not depend on this kind
of analytical continuation (for more detail, see [10]).
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As we mentioned above, due to existence of multiple closed geodesics the
obtained form of the heat kernel for compact symmetric spaces requires an ad-
ditional regularization, which consists simply in an analytical continuation of the
result from the complexified noncompact case. In any case, it gives a generating
function for all heat invariants and reproduces correctly the whole asymptotic ex-
pansion of the heat kernel diagonal. However, since there are no closed geodesics
on non-compact symmetric spaces, it seems that the analytical continuation of the
obtained result for the heat kernel diagonal should give the exact result for the
non-compact case, and, even more generally, for the general case too. We have
seen on the example of the two-sphere that our method gives not just the asymp-
totic expansion of the heat kernel diagonal but, after an appropriate regularization,
in fact, an exact result for the heat kernel diagonal.
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